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In his paper [3], R. Gilmer introduced the concept of LCM-stableness,

related to GCD properties of a commutative group ring. In [8], we studied

basic properties of LCM-stableness, universality of LCM-stableness and LCM-

stableness of a simple extension AczA[u~\. Moreover, we introduced in [8] the

concept of G2-stableness which is of use for the study of LCM-stableness. The

main purpose of this paper is to give some properties of G2-stableness, and to

show universality of LCM-stableness of AczB, in case A is a Krull domain. In

[9], we gave a characterization of Prύfer ^-multiplication domains, abbreviated

to PVMD's, in terms of polynomial grade; this plays an important role when we

examine universality of LCM-stableness.

In Theorem 3, we shall give a characterization of G2-stableness. Also,

Proposition 6 is a generalization of Exercise 19 d) of §2 in [1]. Moreover, we

shall give some conditions for LCM-stableness to imply G2-stableness in Propo-

sition 7 (cf. Remark 2). In particular, Proposition 8 is a key proposition to show

universality of LCM-stableness of A cz B, in case A is a Krull domain (cf. Theorem

11).

Throughout this paper, AczB denotes an extension of integral domains.

Moreover, K and L denote the quotient field of A and that of B respectively.

Also, we denote by X an indeterminate. For a fractional ideal / of A, we put

IV = A :K(A :KI). We say that / is a v-ideal if I = IV, and that a u-ideal / is of

finite type if there is a finitely generated fractional ideal J of A such that I = JV.

An integral domain A is called a Prύfer v-multiplication domain (PVMD), if

the set of all t -ideals of A of finite type forms a group under the i -multiplication

/ J = (IJ)V (cf. [2]). Let / be an ideal of A. We denote by gr (/) and Gr (/) the

classical grade of/ and the polynomial grade of/ respectively (cf. [4]). Moreover,

we put <δ(A) = {P e Spec (A) | Gr (P)g 1}.

Let / be an ideal of A[X~\. We denote by c(I) the ideal of A generated by

all coefficients of all polynomials in / and we call it the content of /.

For AczB, we say that AczB is LCM-stable if aB Π bB = (aA Π bA)B for all

a, b E A, and that AczB is R2-stable if a :B b = a for any a, b e A with a :Ab = a.

Moreover, we say that AczB is G2-stable if Gr (IB)^2 for each non-zero finitely

generated ideal I of A with Gr (/)^2. It is obvious that if dim A = \, then AczB

is G2-stable. Also, it is known that for AczBczK, AczB is flat if and only if
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AczB is LCM-stable (cf. [6], [8]). In general, we have the following

implications.

A c B : LCM-stable =^A a B : R2-stable

I I
A d B: flat = > A cz B: G2-stable

REMARK 1. In the above discussions, the converse of each implication is

false. In particular, we gave in [8], an example of AczB which is not flat but

LCM-stable and an example of AczB which is not G2-stable but R2-stable.

REMARK 2 (cf. [8], Theorem 3.6 and Lemma 4.1). In any of the cases

below, R2-stableness of AczB is equivalent to G2-stableness of AczB.

(1) AP is a valuation ring for each PeSpec(^) with g r ( P ) = l .

(2) Each proper principal ideal of A has a primary decomposition.

For example, if A is a GCD domain, then A satisfies the condition (.1) (cf.

[7]) and if A is either a Neotherian ring or a Krull domain, then A satisfies the

condition (2).

The following theorem gives a characterization of G2-stableness.

THEOREM 3. For AczB, the following statements are equivalent.

(1) AczB is G2-stable.

(2) B=ί){BP\Pe(δ(A)}.

PROOF. (1)=>(2). Assume that A czB is G2-stable. It is sufficient to prove

that Π {BPIPe &(A)} c 5 . Let x e n {BP | P e ©(A)}. Then, for each P e ©(Λ),

there exists sPeA — P such that sPxeB. Put /=Σp e © ( y l ) 5p>l. Then we have

^ 2 . Therefore, there is a finitely generated ideal J with Jczl such that

^ 2 . Since AczB is G2-stable, we have Gr(JB)^2. That is, B :LJ = B.

On the other hand, JxalxaB. Thus, xeB :LJ = B. This implies that

f}{Bp\Pe®(A)}czB.
(2)=>(1). Assume that B= n {BP\Pedb(A)}. Let / be a finitely generated

ideal of A with G r ( / ) ^ 2 . Take xeB :LI. Let Pe(S(A). Since xIaBczBP,

we have xeBP:LI. On the other hand, since IςtP, IAP = AP and therefore,

IBp = BP. That is, BP:LI = BP. Thus, x e n {BP\ Pe<S(A)} = B. Since this

shows that B :LI = B, Gr(IB);>2. Therefore, AczB is G2-stable.

PROPOSITION 4. For AczB, suppose that A is integrally closed and that L

is algebraic over K. Moreover, assume that B is the integral closure of A in L.

Then AczB is G2-stable.

PROOF. Since A is integrally closed, A = Γ\iVi where Ff's are valuation
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rings between A and K. Let Wt be the integral closure of V{ in L for each ί.
Then we have B = Λ\ Wt. Let / be a finitely generated ideal of A with Gr (7)^2.
For a non-zero fractional ideal J of B, we put J* = ΓλiJWi. Then the mapping
J-+J* is a *-operation on B (see [2]). Since Gr(/)^2, IVi=Vi for each ΐ.
Therefore, (IB)* = rΛiIWi = Γ\iWi = B. Thus, we have (IB)V = Bby Theorem 34.1
in [2]. That is, B :LI = B. Then Gr(/B)^2. This implies that AaB is G2-
stable.

REMARK 5. The condition that B is integral over A does not necessarily
imply that AczB is G2-stable. In fact, let A = k[s, t\st), where s, ί are indeter-
minates over a field /c, and let Ω be an algebraic closure of K. Then we can
take x, yeΩ with the properties that x2-f sx + s2 = 0, y2 + ίy + ί2 = 0 and tx = sy.
Obviously, A[x, y~\ is integral over A. On the other hand, A<^A[x, y~\ is not
LCM-stable by Proposition 5.3 in [8]. Therefore, A<^A[x, y~\ is not G2-stable
by Corollary 3.7 in [8].

Given an extension of integral domains A a B, we say that an element u in B
is super-primitive over A, if u is the root of a polynomial f(X)e A[^] with
A :κc(f) = A. Suppose that A is integrally closed. Then A is a PVMD if and
only if u is super-primitive over A for each weF, where F is a subfield of an
algebraic closure of K containing K (cf. [5], Proposition 2.5 and [9], Proposition
7). From this fact, we have the following proposition.

PROPOSITION 6 (cf. [1], Exercise 19 d) in §2). For A^B, suppose that A is a
PVMD and B is integrally closed. Moreover, assume that L is algebraic over K.
IfAczB is G2-stable, then B is a PVMD.

PROOF. Let u e L. Since A is a PVMD, u is super-primitive over A. Thus,
there exists a polynomial f(X)eA\_X~\ such that /(ι/) = 0 and A :κc(f) = A. By
G2-stableness o f i c β , we have B :Lc(f) = B. That is, u is super-primitive over
B. This implies that B is a PVMD (cf. [9], Proposition 7).

Here, we shall examine conditions that LCM-stableness implies G2-stableness.
Recall that an integral domain A is said to be an FC domain, in case a A Π bA
is finitely generated for any a, b e A.

PROPOSITION 7. In any of the cases below, LCM-stableness of AaB
implies G2-stableness of AaB.

(1) A is an FC domain and B is integrally closed.
(2) B is a PVMD.

PROOF. Let / be a finitely generated ideal of A with Gr(/)^2. Assume
that Gr(/B)=l. Then there exists βeO5(β) such that IB^Q by Theorem 16
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of Chapter 5 in [4]. Put P = Q Γ) A, then IczP. Thus, Gr(P)^2. This implies

that AP is not a valuation ring. Therefore, there exist a, be A — {0} such that

a :Ab + b :AaczP. Since Acz5 is LCM-stable, we have

(*) a :Bb + b :Ba = (a :Ab + b :Aa)B a PB a Q.

First, suppose that A is an FC domain and B is integrally closed. Then

we have B :L(a :Bb + b :Ba) = B by Lemma 10 in [9]. Since A is an FC domain

and AczB is LCM-stable, a :Bb + b :Ba is finitely generated. Thus, G r ( β ) ^

Gr (α :Bb-\-b :B a) ^ 2. This is a contradiction.

Next, suppose that B is a PVMD. Then BQ is a valuation ring by Theorem 2

and Remark 3 in [9]. On the other hand, (*) shows that BQ is not a valuation

ring. This is a contradiction.

These imply that AczB is G2-stable.

PROPOSITION 8. Let Abe a P VMD. Assume that AczB is G2-stable. Then

we have the following statements.

(1) For each finitely generated ideal I of A , B : L I = ((A :KI)B)V.

(2) For each a, b e A - {0}, a :B b = ((a :A b)B)υ.

PROOF. (1) Let / be a finitely generated ideal of A. Since AczB is G 2 -

stable, we have B= n {BP\Pe(5(A)} by Theorem 3. For Pe(5(A)9 since AP is

a valuation ring by Theorem 2 and Remark 3 in [9], we have (B :L I)BP = BP :L / =

(AP :κ I)BP = (A :κ I)BP. This shows that B :L Icz n {(A :κ I)BP | P e ®(A)}.

Conversely, take xe Π {(A :κI)BP\Pe(3(A)}. Then for each Pε(5(i),
there exists sPeA — P such that sPxe(A :κI)B. Put J=Σpe®iA)Sp A. Then

we have Gr (J)^2 and IxczB :L J. Since AczB is G2-stable, Gr(JB)^2. There-

fore, IxczB :LJ = B. Thus, xeB :LI. This shows that Π {(X : κ 1)BP \ P e <&(A)}

c B :L I. That is, B :L 1= n {(Λ :* / ) £ P | P e (S(y4)}.

For a non-zero fractional ideal M of B, we put M * = Π {MJ3P | Pe(&(A)}.

Then the mapping M^M* is a *-operation on B. The above shows that B :LI =

((A:KI)B)*. On the other hand, ((A :κI)B)*cz((A :κI)B)vcz(B :LI)V = B :LI.

That is, B:LI = ((A:KI)B)V.

As (2) can be proved in the same manner as (1), we omit the proof.

To examine universality of LCM-stableness of AczB, where A is a Krull

domain, we prepare a lemma and a proposition.

LEMMA 9. Let A be a Krull domain. Assume that AczB is LCM-stable.

If I is a v-ideal of A, then IB is a v-ίdeal of B.

PROOF. Since / is a i -ideal of A, there exist x, yeK such that I = xAf]yA

by Corollary 44.6 in [2]. Since AczB is LCM-stable, IB = (xA n yA)B = xB n yB.

This implies that IB is a i -ideal of B.
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PROPOSITION 10. Let A be a Krull domain. Assume that AczB is LCM-

stable. Then we have B :LI = (A :KI)B for each finitely generated ideal I of A.

PROOF. Since A is a Krull domain, AczB is G2-stable by Remark 2.

Therefore, we have B :LI = ((A :KI)B)V by Proposition 8. On the other hand,

A :κ I is a i -ideal of A. Thus, (A :κ I)B is a i -ideal of B by Lemma 9. Therefore,

With these preparations, we give the following theorem related to universality

of LCM-stableness.

THEOREM 11. Let A be a Krull domain. Then the following statements

are equivalent.

(1) AczB is LCM-stable.

(2) A[X] czB[X] is LCM-stable.

PROOF. (2)=>(1). This implication can be proved easily for any extension

of integral domains i c β , and so the proof is omitted.

(1)=>(2). Assume that AczB is LCM-stable. Since A is a Krull domain,

A c B is G2-stable by Remark 2. Thus, A[X] cz B[X] is G2-stable by Theorem 3.5

in [8]. Let f(X)9 g{X)eA[_X~\. We may assume that f(X) :κmg(X)=f(X).

Put I = c(f) + c(g). Since A is integrally closed, f(X) :Amg(X) = (A :κI)f(X)

A[X] by Lemma 3.9 in [8]. Since A is a Krull domain and A<zzB{X] is LCM-

stable, {A :κ /)β[X] is a v-ideal by Lemma 9. On the other hand, A[X~] is a

Krull domain. Therefore, by virtue of Proposition 8, we have

g(X))BlXJ)0 = ((A :κ ί)f(X)BlXJ)υ

= (A :κί)f(X)BlX] = (f(X) :AίX,g(X))BlX^.

This implies that Λ[X]CZJB[X] is LCM-stable.

REMARK 12. In Corollary 3.8 in [8], we showed that if A is locally a GCD

domain, then universality of LCM-stableness of AaB holds. Moreover, we

showed in Theorem 11 that in case A is a Krull domain, universality of

LCM-stableness of AczB holds. However, we don't know if universality of

LCM-stableness of AczB holds generally. Both locally GCD domains and

Krull domains are special cases of PVMD's. Therefore, one may ask the follow-

ing question.

(1) If A is a PVMD, then does universality of LCM-stableness of AczB

hold?

On the other hand, if the above question (1) is affirmative, then LCM-

stableness of AczB implies G2-stableness of AczB by Theorem 3.5 in [8]. Thus,

the following question which seems weaker than the question (1) (cf. Remark 2
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and Proposition 7) occurs.

(2) If A is a PVMD, then does LCM-stableness of A c B imply G2-stableness

of A^BΊ
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